Cultural Connections is new directory of organizations and individuals
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The Southeastern Connecticut Cultural Coalition recently launched its web-based directory, "Cultural Connections," located on the organization's website www.CultureSECT.org. The directory includes information for over 500 organizations, businesses and individuals who are registered partners of the coalition.

Executive Director Wendy Bury said in a statement, "I am regularly asked for referrals or to provide information about arts and culture in our region. By visiting Cultural Connections, anyone can select from among 18 categories like museums, artists, or services. You can also view information by town or choose from a list of tags, such as those offering performance space or providing school programs, which is great for educators." A name or keyword search and website link provide further details.

The directory might be used by, say, someone looking for an artist or musical group; needing a local designer or other creative business; searching for exhibition space or corporate programs; or wondering about an historic house or museum.

The Southeastern Connecticut Coalition provides support as the "voice" of the arts, culture and creative sector and liaison to leadership entities invested in regional revitalization. This new Cultural Connections directory is another tool to help the coalition's Partners and the general public in locating and using the creative sector resources in the region.

Current partners are already in Cultural Connections, and they can add to their information through a form on the directory. To be listed, one must become a coalition partner; guidelines are posted online.